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Lesson Overview: In this activity, students learn 
about the nature of biological communities. This 
concept is important to the science of wildland fire 
because fire behavior, fire history, fire effects, and 
even fire management depend a lot on what plant 
communities are burned. 

Lesson Goal: Students can describe what they know 
about human communities and use this knowledge to 
understand the nature of a biological community.  

Objectives:  

• Students can discuss the nature of a community. 
• Students can distinguish between a biological community and an ecosystem. 
• Given a feltboard model of a specific forest community, students can name all members 

of that community. They can also sketch and name some members of other forest 
communities. 

• Students can sketch or list two nonliving parts of an ecosystem (i.e., not members of a 
biological community because they are nonliving). 
 

Standards:   1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 

CCSS Speaking/Listening  1, 2, 4, 6 1, 2, 4, 6 1, 2, 4, 6 1, 2, 4, 6 1, 2, 4, 6 

NGSS 
Heredity: Inheritance and 
Variation of Traits LS3.B 

    

  
Ecosystems: Interactions, 
Energy, and Dynamics 

 
LS2.A 

  
LS2.A 

 
Biological Evolution: Unity 
and Diversity  LS4.D LS4.C   

 

From Molecules to 
Organisms: Structures and 
Processes   LS1.B LS1.A  

EEEGL Strand 1 A, B, C, E, F, G 
A, B, C, E, 

F, G 

  Strand 2.2 A, B, C A, B, C 

8-1. What’s a Community? 
All the Living Things in the Ecosystem 

 

Subjects: Science, Reading, 
Speaking and Listening, Library 
Media  
Duration: 30 minutes 
Group size: Whole class 
Setting: Indoors 
Vocabulary: community, 
ecosystem 
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Teacher Background: A biological community consists of all the organisms in a particular area 
that are connected by food webs and other relationships. That is, a biological community 
consists of the living things within an ecosystem (that is, “living” as in comprised of cells). Like 
people living together in a human community (a school, a family, a village or town), the 
organisms in a biological community depend on one another and also compete with one 
another. A community differs from an ecosystem in that an ecosystem contains non-living 
things as well as living things. In other words, an ecosystem is a biological community plus its 
non-living environment. 

After a brief discussion, students create displays in the classroom that depict three different 
biological communities from the northern Rocky Mountains and North Cascades (forests 
dominated by ponderosa pine, lodgepole pine, and whitebark pine). They sketch and learn the 
names of many organisms in these communities. 

Materials and Preparation: 

1 Locate in the trunk: 

• Three feltboard backgrounds, labeled on the back with the dominant tree species in that 
forest community (ponderosa pine, lodgepole pine, and whitebark pine). 

• Three looseleaf notebooks containing materials for the feltboards: Creepy Crawly Fires 
(about ponderosa pine communities), Roaring Tree-Top Fires (about lodgepole pine 
communities), and Rollercoaster Fires (about whitebark pine communities). 

2 Hang the feltboard backgrounds up in your classroom, preferably with the one for 
ponderosa pine on the left, lodgepole pine in the middle, and whitebark pine on the right. 
(This arrangement follows an elevation gradient, from low-elevation forests on the left to 
high-elevation on the right.) It would be great if you could keep the feltboards on display 
throughout the time you are studying Units V and VI.  

3 In a pocket inside the cover of each loose-leaf notebook, find the laminated label for each 
forest community. Put it up next to the correct background.  

4 Plan student work teams and assignments. You will need 3 teams (2 or more students each) 
to assemble the feltboards.  

Procedures: 

1. Explain/ask: A biological community is all of the living things in a place. Our classroom 
contains a biological community. Can you name the living things in the classroom? 
Obviously, people are the main living things. But there are no doubt many other kinds of 
organisms – plants, animals, fungi, germs, molds … all living things comprise the biological 
community.) 

2. Explain/ask: An ecosystem is all the living things plus their environment. Name some of the 
nonliving things in the classroom. Be sure to have them include air! Ask: So which contains 
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more “stuff” – a community or an ecosystem? An ecosystem contains more “stuff” because 
it has both living and non-living things in it. 

3. Explain: We’re going to learn about three specific forest communities: those with a lot of 
ponderosa pine, those with a lot of lodgepole pine, and those with a lot of whitebark pine. 
We’ll use these feltboards to learn about some of the living things in each community.  

4. Give each feltboard team a looseleaf notebook about a forest community (Roaring Tree-Top 
Fires, Creepy Crawly Fires, or Rollercoaster Fires) and show them which feltboard 
background to work on. Ask them to assemble their feltboard so it looks like the photo 
that’s shown at the front of the looseleaf notebook.  

Assessment: When all feltboards are prepared, ask students to get out a blank piece of paper 
and drawing supplies. Have students fold the paper into 3 sections and write the name of one 
of the forest communities at the top of each section.  

1. Have each feltboard team: 

• Tell the class the name of their forest community. 

• Point to and name each species in their community.  

Require that all team members speak during the presentation.  

2. After each feltboard presentation, have the students sketch and label 3 members of that 
biological community under the correct heading on their folded paper. They may ask the 
presenting team for the names of community members. 

3. Review the definition of an ecosystem – the living things AND THE NONLIVING THINGS that 
occur together and interact in a given place. Then have the students turn their paper over 
and, on the back, list or sketch 2 nonliving parts of ecosystems.  
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Evaluation:   Great Job! Needs Improvement 
Feltboard assembly 
and Presentation  

Student actively participated in 
assembling the felt board. Student 
allowed other group members to 
participate in assembly process. 
Student spoke during the 
presentation. 

Student did not help the 
group assemble the feltboard 
or took over and did not let 
other group members 
participate. Student did not 
speak during the 
presentation or took over the 
presentation. 

Community member 
sketches 

Student sketched 3 members of each 
forest community. 

Student sketched fewer than 
3 members of each forest 
community or sketched 
nonliving things rather than 
organisms. 

Ecosystem member 
sketches 

Student listed or sketched 2 nonliving 
parts of an ecosystem. Examples: 
water, air, sunlight. “Soil” is also 
acceptable, even though it consists of 
both living components (insects, 
worms, bacteria…) and nonliving ones 
(sand, silt, clay…).  

Student listed or sketched 
fewer than 2 nonliving parts 
or sketched living things 
rather than nonliving things. 

 


